
BUTTERBALL® BUTTER PREMIUM BALLS®

A Great First Impression. Guaranteed.
Butter Balls  from  wow your guests by adding elegance 

to the tabletop. They have a smooth, creamy texture and a pleasing, buttery taste. 

Our Butter Balls are portion-controlled and ready-to-serve, and they are packaged in a 

resealable, gusseted, three-pound bag with zipper-style  closure, making them easy to pour and store. They are available 

in salted and unsalted options. The perfect portion size makes them a favorite for use in the kitchen, too.  Chefs use them 

in sauces, gravies, and other applications because they rely on the freshness and premium quality of Butter Balls.

A beautiful butter choice, perfect for spreading on warm bread or muffins, in a hot baked potato, on freshly steamed 

vegetables, and more! Though it may seem like a minor detail, the butter you offer your guests forms an integral part 

of their first impression and sets the tone as the evening unfolds. Butterball® Butter Premium Balls® present beautifully 

in a ramekin or dish and help demonstrate your attention to detail. By serving our butter balls, you make a statement 

as telling as the rich, clean, buttery taste that lingers on the palate. 

We look forward to helping you make a lasting and delicious impression on your guests, because butter should be beautiful! 
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BUTTERBALL® BUTTER PREMIUM BALLS®

BUT TERBALL   PORTION PORTIONS PORTIONS 
PRODUCT # FORMAT T YPE SIZE PER LB. PER CASE

166 Premium Balls® (18 lb. case) Salted .25 oz. 64 ct. 1,152

166-167 Premium Balls® (18 lb. case) Unsalted .25 oz. 64 ct. 1,152

136-654 Premium Balls® (9 lb. case) Salted .25 oz. 64 ct. 576

136-655 Premium Balls® (9 lb. case) Unsalted .25 oz. 64 ct. 576

ORDERING INFORMATION
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